
The Combination Card Trick and Test That Will
Amaze and Intrigue
Are you ready for a magic trick that combines the wonder of wizards, the
cunning of card tricks, and the power of deduction? This incredible
combination trick is not only entertaining but also a testament to the
fascinating world of mentalism and psychology.

Step 1: Gather Your Materials

Before you begin, you will need the following materials:
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A standard deck of 52 playing cards

A blindfold or scarf

A pen and paper
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Step 2: The Card Trick

Begin by shuffling the deck of cards thoroughly. Ask a volunteer to select a
card, look at it, and then place it back into the deck. Shuffle the deck again
to conceal the card.

Now, blindfold yourself. Using your mental powers, concentrate on the
volunteer's card. Imagine the card in your mind and its position within the
deck.

Once you have a clear image of the card, reach out and cut the deck at that
point. Reveal the top card of the cut portion - it will be the volunteer's
chosen card!

Step 3: The Deduction Test

The magic trick is just the beginning. Now, comes the deduction test. Ask
the volunteer to write down the name of their card on a piece of paper.
Without removing the blindfold, use your deduction skills to determine their
card based on their body language, breathing patterns, and other subtle
cues.

To enhance the deduction process, ask the volunteer the following
questions:

What suit is your card from?

Is your card a high card (ace, king, queen, jack) or a low card (2-10)?

Is your card an odd or even number?



Based on their answers, start narrowing down the possibilities. For
example, if they say it's a high card from the spade suit, it could be the ace,
king, queen, or jack of spades.

Continue asking questions and using your deduction skills until you have
successfully determined the volunteer's chosen card.

The Psychology Behind the Trick

This combination trick relies heavily on the principles of mentalism and
psychology. When you blindfold yourself, you are creating an environment
of mystery and intrigue. This heightened sense of anticipation makes the
trick more impactful.

Additionally, the deduction test taps into the power of cold reading. By
observing the volunteer's reactions and asking insightful questions, you can
make educated guesses about their card choice.

This combination card trick and test is a perfect example of how magic,
deduction, and psychology can be combined to create an unforgettable
experience. It is a trick that will leave your audience amazed, intrigued, and
eager to learn more about the hidden powers of the human mind.

If you are interested in further exploring this fascinating realm, I highly
recommend checking out the book "Combination Card Trick and Test That
Uses Wizards As Subject Matter - Think The". This comprehensive guide
provides step-by-step instructions for performing the trick and offers
valuable insights into the psychological techniques involved.



With practice and dedication, you too can master this incredible
combination trick and become the wizard of your own destiny.

Happy Tricking!
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